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Abstract 

Modality has always been a pervasive and persistent topic in Linguistics. It can be expressed 

not only by modal verbs, modal adjuncts but also by clauses, which is called “modality metaphor.” 

Explicit objective modality metaphor manifests probability and usuality in modalization as well as 

obligation in modulation. Discussion section in empirical Research Articles (RAs) accentuates the 

significance and practical value of the research. Thus, objective modality metaphors in discussion 

section of linguistics RAs are investigated in this study. It delves into objective modality metaphors 

in the discussion section of 60 RAs in Applied Linguistics (2016-2020). Based on definition and 

classification of modality metaphor by Halliday, Huang and Fan, the distribution and functions of 

objective modality metaphors are discussed. It is found that by hiding first person pronoun behind 

“it”, explicit objective modality metaphors can help writers intensify objectivity, extract key 

information or true intention and transfer conflicts for seeking support. It is hoped that the current 

study can provide insights into understanding and writing academic discourses.  

 

Keywords: explicit objective modality metaphor, Linguistics Research Articles, interpersonal 

functions 

 

1. Introduction 

Modality refers to intermediate degrees such as “sometimes” and “perhaps” between positive 

and negative poles (Fan, 2001: 139). It is often realized by modal verbs (can, could, will), modal 

adverbs (possibly, probably) or predicate extensions (be supposed to, be expected to). However, 

Halliday (Hu, 1989: 123) believed that modality can also be realized by clauses, which was called 

Metaphor of Modality. Modality metaphors can be classified into explicit subjective and objective 

projections (Halliday, 1994). Remarkably, the distribution of explicit objective modality metaphor 

in academic discourse is significantly higher than that in other genres like dialogues and fictions 

(Hu, 2020). Hence, this study concentrates on explicit objective modality metaphors in academic 

discourse.  

Hess (2004: 1239) and Wallwork (2011: 243) argued that the Discussion Section in Empirical 

Research Articles (RAs) is closely linked to the significance and practical value of the research. In 

this section, the authors are supposed to compare the results with literature, interpret results, 

express their opinions and stance. Meanwhile, they need to convince readers of the significance of 

their research (Golmohammadi et al., 2014: 607). Therefore, discussion section is critical for the 

output of academic achievements. Nevertheless, few investigations were devoted to the analysis of 

modality metaphor in academic discourse. Thus, this thesis attempts to investigate explicit 

objective modality metaphors in discussion Section of linguistics RAs and the functions they carry.  
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2. Theoretical Framework 

2.1 Definition of explicit objective modality metaphor 

Explicit objective modality metaphor manifests itself through probability and usuality in 

modalization as well as obligation in modulation, as is shown in Table 1. The clauses with modal 

meaning all express a modified relational process. In this case, the modality is pretended to be a 

proposition with certain attributes, emphasizing the objectivity of the speaker’s judgment.  

 

Explicit objective modality metaphor can also be realized by nominalization of modality 

(Thompson, 1996; Chang, 2001; Heyvaert, 2003). Modalized nouns that are commonly used to 

embody possibility and usuality include “probability, likelihood, certainty, regularity, need, desire, 

determination” and so on. They construct modal meanings into “object” that are difficult for people 

to question, thus concealing the source of modalities. In addition, certain prepositional phrases can 

also express explicit subjective and objective orientations of probability in modalization, such as 

“in my opinion,” “in all possibility.”  

Meanwhile, Halliday (1994:347) believed that in inclination, objective modal meanings cannot 

be expressed. Nonetheless, Huang (2000) put forward a different view, assuming that the 

inclination in modulation, like the other three explicit objective forms, can be embodied by a 

modified relational process clause, such as:  

It’d be lovely to have some tea now. (Inclination)  

All these mentioned above are all supplements to Halliday’s system of types and orientations 

of modality metaphors. 

 

2.2 Annotation of explicit objective modality metaphor 

According to Halliday’s (1994) definition and classification of modality metaphor as well as 

the complements of the realization of modality metaphor by Thompson (1996) and Huang (2000), 

the realization methods of objective modality metaphor include two realization methods: (a) 

projection clauses and (b) modalized nouns. In projection clauses, some verbs and adjectives are 

given in Table 2 and 3 by Hu (2020). And the realization methods are summarized in Table 4.  

Table 1 Examples of explicit objective modality metaphor (Halliday, 1994:358) 

ORIENTATION 

TYPE 

Objective: explicit 

Modalization: probability It’s likely that Mary knows. 

Modalization: usuality It’s usual for Fred to sit quite quiet. 

Modulation: obligation It’s expected that John goes. 

Modulation: inclination  
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Table 2 Examples of Verbs in Explicit Objective Modality Metaphor (Hu, 2020: 107) 

Semantic Feature Subclass Members 

Epistemic 

Learn learn, read 

Conjecture 

allow, anticipate, believe, conjecture, deny, 

determine, doubt, expect, feel, foresee, guess, 

hold, infer, know, means, presume, realize, 

recognize, speculate, surmise, suspect, swear, 

trust 

Consider 

acknowledge, deem, reckon, report, view, 

know, recognize, see, consider, imagine, 

remember, believe, think, feel, posit, suppose, 

suspect 

Estimate count, estimate, guess, judge 

Discover 
ascertain, deduce, determine, discover, find, 

guess, rationalize, realize, hear, learn, read 

Comprehend grasp, understand 

Deduce 
conclude, deduce, gather, infer, prove, reason, 

rationalize 

Evaluative 

Admire 

admire, adore, affirm, appreciate, believe, 

dread, fancy, fear, lament, prefer, reaffirm, 

regret, resent, respect, stand, support, tolerate, 

treasure, trust, worship 

Accept accept, understand 

Care care, mind, wonder, worry 

Boulomaic 

Correspond agree, disagree, decide 

Wish 
dream, expect, hope, imagine, intend, mean, 

plan, propose, wish, desire, refuse, decline 

Allow allow 

Evidential See 
perceive, smell, see, taste, detect, feel, notice, 

sense 
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Semantic Feature Subclass Members 

Epistemic 

Possibility 
possible, impossible, likely, unlikely, probable, 

improbable 

Certainty certain, uncertain, undeniable, doubtful 

Actuality true, untrue, correct, incorrect, incredible 

Usuality rare, unusual, usual 

Obviousness 
obvious, apparent, clear, unclear, well-known, 

implicit, explicit 

Perception 
understandable, arguable, unbelievable, 

unthinkable, incomprehensible, incredible 

Expectation natural, predictable, ironic 

Deduction logical, reasonable, unreasonable, paradoxical 

Evaluative  

Intensifying great, fantastic, fascinating 

Un/happiness sad, tragic, distressing 

Dis/satisfaction regrettable, disappointing, outrageous 

In/security surprising, funny, encouraging 

Impact interesting, impressive, exciting 

Valuation 
important, significant, critical, noteworthy, 

fundamental, remarkable 

Quality neat, nice, wonderful 

Composition appropriate, proper 

Deontic  

Obligation expedient, mandatory, vital, urgent 

Necessity essential, necessary, imperative 

Acceptability good, okay, unacceptable 

Morality wrong, shameful, unconscionable 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3 Examples of Adjectives in [It be ADJ that] Construction ((Hu, 2020: 97) 
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Table 4 Summary of Examples of Modality Metaphor 

 

3. Methodology 

3.1 Research questions  

Concentrating on distribution and functions, this study is designed to answer the following 

questions: 

(1) In linguistics RAs, what is the overall distribution of explicit objective modality metaphors in 

discussion section?  

(2) What are the interpersonal functions of explicit objective modality metaphors in discussion 

section of academic discourse? 

3.2 The corpus in the study  

This study selects the discussion sections of 60 RAs published in the past five years 

(2016-2020) from internationally renowned journal — Applied Linguistics as the corpus. Applied 

Linguistics has an Impact Factor (IF) of 4.268 (Clarivate, 2020), ranking second among linguistic 

journals.  

Journal articles are generally classified into three categories: theoretical papers, review papers, 

empirical data-based RAs (Swales, 1990). The current study chose empirical data-based RAs as 

research subjects since they are in conformity to IMRD structure: 

Introduction-Methodology-Result-Discussion/Conclusion. Also, twelve RAs were selected 

randomly per year, with a total number of 60 RAs and 95,665 words (Table 5).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Explicit Objective 

Probability 

[It be ADJ that] 

[It be Ved that] 

It/There seems/appears/admits that 

There is no doubt that 

need, possibility, probability, likelihood, certainty, chance 

Usuality 
[It be ADJ that] 

tendency, regularity 

Obligation 

[It be Ved that] 

[It be ADJ that] 

responsibility 

Inclination [It be ADJ that] 
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Table 5 The Information of Samples 

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 

 RA  Word Tokens 
 RA  Word 

Tokens 
 RA  Word Tokens  RA   Word Tokens  RA   Word Tokens 

RA1 1420 RA13 1180 RA25 1441 RA37 1473 RA49 1379 

RA2 2090 RA14 572 RA26 1711 RA38 1138 RA50 2198 

RA3 1472 RA15 2682 RA27 912 RA39 999 RA51 1295 

RA4 3869 RA16 1951 RA28 1129 RA40 1569 RA52 1711 

RA5 1751 RA17 2368 RA29 1826 RA41 2348 RA53 2096 

RA6 1999 RA18 1349 RA30 2211 RA42 1518 RA54 1372 

RA7 1116 RA19 1024 RA31 1098 RA43 1487 RA55 1632 

RA8 645 RA20 1309 RA32 973 RA44 2452 RA56 888 

RA9 1392 RA21 2771 RA33 1294 RA45 1361 RA57 3180 

RA10 881 RA22 2857 RA34 1400 RA46 1509 RA58 1083 

RA11 1741 RA23 1253 RA35 1777 RA47 1057 RA59 1564 

RA12 1146 RA24 1715 RA36 905 RA48 907 RA60 2219 

 

3.3 Research instrument 

AntConc  

AntConc is a unicode compliant freeware and a concordance program to conduct corpus 

linguistics studies and data-based research. It contains seven main functions, in which the 

Concordance Tool and the File View Tool are employed in this research. Concordance presents the 

results of a prepared search list in the targeted corpus, indicating the frequency of occurrence with 

the words highlighted. The File View Tool is used to identify the modality metaphors in the 

original texts. However, the results produced by AntConc need to be verified and eliminated when 

necessary to ensure the accuracy. The main page of the tool is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1 The Interface of AntConc 3.4.3 (Take “believe” as an Example) 

 

In this study, manual check of the annotated modality metaphors is necessary. In some 

sentences like “it appears highly likely that the performance of the translator group was due to the 

subjects’ linguistic education (From RA 13),” it can be found that the words “appear” and “likely” 

can be both identified as annotated markers of modality metaphor, but it will be counted once in the 

results. 

 

3.4 Research procedures 

3.4.1 Sample collection 

All RAs selected in this study were downloaded from the official website of Applied 

Linguistics (https://academic.oup.com/applij/). PDF versions of these RAs were available on the 

website. 60 RAs were randomly chosen with 12 each year from the articles published between 2016 

and 2020 and were renamed in turn. Then discussion sections of these RAs were conserved for later 

annotation. 

3.4.2 Modality metaphor annotation 

The second step was to identify modality metaphors in the corpus. Based on the definition 

elaborated by Halliday and the supplements for modality metaphor identification raised by other 

scholars, a list with search terms for explicit objective were input respectively in AntConc. To 

ensure no omission, the search terms “we,” “it” and “there” were also tagged. To ensure the 

accuracy of the results, manual check was necessary. Through the combination of AntConc 

screening result and manual annotation, all data were collected into Excel. Then, we used Excel to 

sort and arrange all the data i.e. the frequency of modality metaphor in each RA and the frequency 

of each tagging term. 
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3.4.3 Data analysis 

On one hand, this study conducted a quantitative corpus-based analysis to reveal the frequency 

of explicit objective modality metaphor in discussion section. On the other, the current study 

explored the functions of modality metaphor in the context. 

 

4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Distribution of explicit objective modality metaphor  

 

Table 6 Distribution of Explicit Objective Modality Metaphor 

Realization Methods Semantic Feature Examples in Corpus Frequency 

Projection Clauses 

Epistemic 

it is possible that (38) 

it seems/is likely that (19) 

it/there seems that (16) 

... 

241 

Evaluative 

it would be interesting to V that 

(9) 

it is worth (to V) that (8) 

it is a surprise that/it is (not) 

surprising that (7) 

52 

Deontic 

it is important that (16) 

it might/may/could (well) that) 

(6) 

it is necessary to V that (5) 

... 

40 

Modalized Nouns  

possibility (34) 

chance (9) 

likelihood (7) 

... 

62 

Total 395 

Normalized Frequency 

(per 1000 words) 
4.13 

It can be seen in Table 6 that there are altogether 395 explicit objective modality metaphors in 

the present corpus. Significantly, the objective projection “it is possible that” (38 occurrences) 

ranks top in the annotated list, much more than other expressions. In the case of modality metaphor 

involving objective projection, the subjects like “I” or “we” are absent and are replaced with “it” or 

“there”. Forms such as “it shows that,” “it is clear that” and “it is argued that” function as 

assessments of the nature of the evidence for a proposition (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2014: 703). 

Typical explicit objective wordings like “it is important that” or “it should be noted that” etc. are 

neutralized as facts, which can facilitate the objectivity and credibility.  
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4.2 Analysis on functions of explicit objective Modality Metaphor 

4.2.1 Intensifying objectivity  

Generally, objective projection of modality metaphor is often realized by the patterns like [It is 

ADJ that] or [It is Ved that]. In these patterns, the source of modality is covered up. Instead, the 

subject is replaced by non-interactive pronoun “it.” To be specific, the author presents the 

viewpoint as an objective description so as to construct a fact hard to doubt for readers (Liang, 

Cong & Sun, 2020).    

Example 1: Even acknowledging the possible case where the learners did explicitly process a 

given item but did not verbally report it; it can be assumed that most times processing was 

conducted unconsciously in the given context while they were reading for comprehension, and 

that this is why they were not able to report their process (From RA 6).  

 

Example 2: It is plausible, therefore, that a smaller percentage of the derived words in texts 

than was previously assumed along with learners’ partial knowledge of word families may 

suffice for comprehension (From RA 60). 

In Example1, as for the phenomenon that some subjects explicit process a given item without 

reporting it in the study, the author gives the reason which is processing is almost conducted 

unconsciously. By using the objective projection, the viewpoint become a preposition. Similarly, “it 

is plausible that” in Example 2 transfers the opinion to an objective preposition at grammatical 

level, arguing that a fraction of derived words together with the partial knowledge of word families 

is sufficient for comprehension. Hence, by reducing or eliminating the authors’ involvement, the 

point of view will become more objective and authoritative. 

4.2.2 Extracting key information or true intention 

Besides, it can be found that the pattern [it is ADJ that] often occurs together with adversative 

transitions such as “but,” “yet” and “however,” which can, to a large extent, establish constructions 

of intersubjectivity (Verhagen, 2005) and extract the key information or author’s true intention (Hu, 

2020). In this way, the author can weaken the turning strength, making it easier for readers to 

accept the true intention. 

Example 3: It is certainly true that large numbers of young people in Sweden do play 

English-mediated digital games and engage in other creative activities that are mediated in 

English (e.g. writing fan fiction or contributing to Internet forums). However, it needs also to 

be recognized that many free-time activities involving English (net-surfing, watching TV, films 

and video clips, and listening to music) are largely receptive (From RA 21).  

 

Example 4: It is clear that there is a complex and cyclical relationship between L1 literacy 

skills, self-efficacy, and attainment. Learners with lower levels of French attainment found 

lessons less enjoyable than their peers and also had lower levels of self-efficacy, but we do not 

know if this was the case when they began to learn French, two to three years prior to the start 

of our study (From RA 23).  
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As is exemplified in Example 3 and 4, objective modality metaphor “it is certainly true that” 

and “it is clear that” co-occur with “however” and “but” respectively. The content following 

“however” and “but” are exactly what the author would like to highlight. The author emphasizes 

the role of free-time English-mediated activities, which may be underestimated by common sense 

(Example 3). Moreover, the author points out the evident finding of the research but elaborates the 

case that is still uncertain. This adversative expression indicates the limitations of the study but in 

turn boost the rigor of the study, making the findings better recognized by readers. 

4.2.3 Transferring conflicts for seeking support 

Simultaneously, it is imperative for authors to utilize explicit objective modality metaphor to 

transfer conflicts, conduct negotiations upon different views so as to seek support from readers 

without self-mention (Hyland, 2008). 

Example 5: It is likely that the learners may still be engaging in extensive content planning 

during MSN chats, resulting in no improvement on language complexity (see Ong and Zhang 

2010, 2013). This may in part explain the null findings of the present study on immediate 

production complexity (From RA 17).  

 

Example 6: With regard to expectations of surrounding macro identity positions, it may be 

surprising to some that P12 represents a straight, White male in his mid-to late-teens (From 

RA 45).  

In Example 5, the author provides a possible explanation for the null findings of the study on 

immediate production complexity with an objective projection “it is likely that.” In this case, the 

author resorts to the existing viewpoint to explain his or her own study to transfer conflicts and 

expand the inclusion of the preposition. Also, in Example 6, the author invites the readers to the 

text because he first admits that the result of the study may be out of expectation for some people. 

By adding a further explanation, the readers can gradually accept or even support the author’s 

opinion. 

 

5. Conclusion 

The results of the quantitative analysis indicate that explicit objective modality metaphors tend 

to be adopted by writers (395 times) in discussion section.  

By hiding first-person pronoun and resorting to objective projection, both purposes for 

communication and demands for objectiveness can be achieved in RAs. In terms of functions, it 

can be found that explicit objective modality metaphors help writers intensify objectivity, extract 

key information or true intention and transfer conflicts for seeking support.   

Therefore, this research shows a general picture of modality metaphor in discussion section of 

linguistics RAs, ranging from its realization like constructional approach [it is Ved that], [it is ADJ 

that] and nominalized modality, its application to its functions, which has deepened our 

understanding of modality metaphor. 
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